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Abstract
The improvement of internal combustion engine is

largely accomplished though the introduction of innova�
tive actuators that allow optimization and control of the
�ow� mixing� and combustion processes� The realization
of such a novel system depends on the existence of an
operational controller that will stabilize the engine and
allow experimental testing which� consequently� leads to
further development of the actuator and the engine con�
troller� This iterative process requires a starting point
which is the development of a control�oriented model� Al�
though not fully validated� the control�oriented model re�
veals issues associated with uncertainties� nonlinearities�
and limitation of di�erent subsystems� Moreover� it aides
in de�ning the controller structure and the necessary pa�
rameters for the calibration of the closed loop system� In
this paper �Part I� we describe the development process of
a control�oriented model for a camless intake process� We
�rst model the mutlicylinder crankangle�based breathing
dynamics and validate it against experimental data of a
conventional engine with cam�driven valve pro�le during
unthrottled operation� We then employ the assumption
of uniform air pulses during the intake duration and de�
rive a simple input�output representation of the cylinder
air charge� pumping losses and associated uncertainties
that can be used for designing an electronic valvetrain
controller �Part II��

� Introduction
Various analytical and experimental studies of engines

equipped with innovative valvetrain mechanisms have
shown that controlling cylinder air charge with the in�
take valve motion can reduce pumping losses and thus in�
crease fuel economy �Elrod and Nelson� �	
�� Gray� �	

�
Ma� �	
��� This is achieved by eliminating the need to
throttle the air �ow into the intake manifold which is the
traditional means of controlling the engine load in spark
ignition engines� By using electronically controlled intake
valvetrain developed in �Schechter and Levin� �		��� one
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can eliminate the main throttle body and directly regu�
late the air �ow into the cylinders� We refer to this engine
conditions as unthrottled operation� Control of unthrot�
tled variable valvemotion if combined with other currently
pursued technologies� namely� lean combustion andor en�
gines with high level of dilution �Meacham� �	���� can
alleviate current compromises between idle stability� fuel
economy� and maximum torque performance�

An automatic controller is necessary to regulate the
additional degrees of freedom of camless engine operation�
namely� valve lift and opening�closing timing� Develop�
ing such a controller requires knowledge of how� at least
qualitatively� the additional degrees of freedom a�ect the
engine intake process� It is� thus necessary to develop an
engine model for control development eventhough exper�
imental data of the actual system are not available� In
this paper we concentrate in capturing the dominant dy�
namic behavior of the intake process and investigate the
sensitivity of the model to higher order dynamics that are
in general uncertain or di�cult to model� In contrast to
the mathematical models developed for subsystem opti�
mization� our goal is to reveal potential di�culties in the
control design due to subsystem limitations� nonlineari�
ties� and uncertainty� We �rst develop a phenomenologi�
cal multicylinder and crankangle based model of the intake
process� The crankangle based model consists of dynam�
ical equations �using �rst principles and engineactuator
geometrical characteristics� and static empirical relations
�based on data� and is validated against experimental data
of a conventional engine with cam�driven valve pro�le dur�
ing unthrottled operation� We then derive the control�
oriented model for the cylinder air charge and the pump�
ing losses assuming uniform air pulses during the intake
duration� We show that this assumption leads to a simple
input�output representation that can be used for the de�
velopment of a cylinder air charge controller and for the
minimization of pumping losses� We �nally� investigate
the modeling uncertainty due to often unknown higher
order dynamics� This paper is intended to �ll the gap be�
tween the work on camless actuation design� and the work
related to steady�state engine optimization�

Work in the area of actuator design can be found in
�Gray� �	

� Moriya et al�� �		�� Schechter and Levin�
�		�� and references therein� Only few papers in this cat�
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egory address issues associated with closed loop actuator
operation and performance that enable steady�state en�
gine operation� The most comprehensive study of the in�
ner loop controller for a camless valvetrain actuator can
be found in �Anderson et al� �		
�� The authors develop
and test an adaptive algorithm for maximum lift con�
trol that enables stable actuator operation for the electro�
hydraulic camless valvetrain developed in �Schechter and
Levin� �		�� and modeled in �Kim et al�� �		��� Engine
optimization studies and sensitivity analysis can be found
in �Gray� �	

� Ahmad and Theobald� �	
	� Sono and
Umiyama� �		�� Ashhab et al�� �		
�� Finally� studies on
the feedback controller design and the engine management
system are scarce �Urata et al�� �		�� Ashhab et al�� �		
��
In �Urata et al�� �		�� the authors tune a proportional�
derivative idle speed controller� They also design an air�
to�fuel ratio �AF� feedback loop by using oxygen sen�
sor in the exhaust of each cylinder and correct individ�
ual cylinder intake valve timing� A more attractive solu�
tion of balancing A�F maldistributions is demonstrated
in �Moraal et al�� �		�� where a single manifold pressure
sensor is used to estimate conventional valvetrain compo�
nent variability and then adjust fuel pulsewidth duration
of individual cylinders� In all the previous work neither
unthrottled nor camless operation was considered and the
results are restricted to a ��cylinder case�

This paper is organized as follows� We describe the
crankangle�based phenomenological engine model with the
camless actuator in Section �� Section � includes valida�
tion results� The control�oriented model is then derived in
Section � and in Section � we calculate uncertainty mod�
els for control development� It is shown that high order
inertial and acoustic �ow characteristics alter intake �ow
during unthrottled operation and increase the uncertainty
of the mean�value model requiring robust or adaptive con�
troller development�

� Multicylinder Breathing Process
Control�oriented engine models are primarily based on

mean value approximation of the engine states after aver�
aging over an engine event �see �Powell and Cook� �	
��
and references therein�� The averaged representation is
accurate over the frequencies of interest� which are de�
�ned by �i� the sensor and actuator bandwidths� and �ii�
the event based breathing process� The resulting models
are continuous in time nonlinear and low�frequency repre�
sentation that can be used e�ectively in various controller
methodologies� Mean value models are based on the as�
sumption of uniform pulse homogeneous charge� balanced
multicylinder breathing� and use a lumped parameter ap�
proximation of breathing dynamics� A camless engine al�
lows control of the intake valve events independently from
the piston motion� To develop its mean value breathing
characterization� we model the crankangle�based breath�
ing process coupled with a time�based quasi�static intake
valve pro�le of a springless electro�hydraulic valvetrain�

��� Pressure Dynamics
The dynamic equations that describe the breathing

process are based on the principles of the conservation of
mass and the ideal gas law� Di�erences in intake �ow
temperature and manifold temperature can be neglected
for the intake event� Consider the manifold pressure� pm�
and the cylinders pressures� pci � i � �� � � �n� where the
subscript i denotes the ith cylinder� and n is the number of
the cylinders� Their time derivative are derived from the
ideal gas law pV � mRT � where p is pressure �Pascal�� V
is volume �m��� m is air mass �kg� trapped in the volume
V � T is temperature �K�� and R is the gas constant for air
�JkgK�� The state equations are given as

dpm
dt

�
RT

Vm

�
�m� �

nX
i��

�mci

�
���

dpci
dt

�
�

Vci

h
RT �mci � �Vcipci

i
� i � �� � � � � n� ���

where� �m� is the mass air �ow through the throttle �kgs��
�mci is the mass air �ow from the manifold into cylinder i
�kgs�� Vm is the manifold volume �m��� and Vci is the i

th

cylinder volume �m��� The cylinder volume is a function
of the crank angle ��� in degrees�

Vci��� �
Vd
�

�
�� cos�� � ���

n
�i � ���

�
� Vcl� ���

� �

�Z t

�

N

��
��� � d�

�
mod ���o� ���

where� Vd is the maximum cylinder displaced volume� Vcl
is the cylinder clearance volume� and N is the engine speed
�RPM�� Exact values for all engine parameters for a ��
cylinder experimental engine used for the model validation
can be found in Appendix A�

Note �� Di�erentiating the ideal gas law results in
Eq� ��� which correspond to isothermic processes� The
isothermic assumption is accurate for the intake manifold
pressure dynamics �Eq� ��� The same assumption is em�
ployed in describing the rate of cylinder pressure �Eq� ��
because it was found that the adiabatic assumptions� often
used for in�cylinder pressure dynamics� did not improve
the model accuracy�

Note �� The crank angle resolved cylinder volume in
Eq� � is a simpli�ed version of the general cylinder volume
equation �pp� ��� �Heywood� �	

���

Note �� In the control�oriented model we assume that
engine speed is constant during a cycle and simplify Eq� �
to � �

�
N
��
��� � t

�
mod ���o� where� N is now sampled

�updated� every cycle� This assumption does not degrade
the model accuracy because the rotational dynamics are
in general slower that the cycle�to�cycle dynamics�

The pressures in the intake manifold and cylinders are
assumed to be homogeneous and spatially uniform due to
the large volumes associated with the processes� On the
other hand� the intake runners allow the development of
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standing waves forced by the piston motion when the in�
take valve opens� Thus� the spatial variation of pressure
in the inlet runners determines the pressure at the inlet
port �pri � and consequently the �ow through the intake
valve into the cylinder � �mci �� To avoid using a spatially
distributed model of the runner pressure we adapt an one�
dimensional model introduced in �Broome� �	�	� in de�
scribing the phenomenon of induction ram� and later in
�Ohata and Ishida� �	
�� Moraal et al�� �		�� in calcu�
lating in�cylinder �ow� Speci�cally� the pressure drop in
each inlet port is a function of the spatially distributed
gas velocity� vgi�x� t�� evaluated at the inlet port xr�

pri � pm ��pri ���

�pri � mr

kr
Ar

dvgi�xr� t�

dt
� ���

where� mr is the averaged runner mass� mr �
pmVr
RT

� Vr is
the runner volume �m��� Ar is the runner cross sectional
area �m��� kr is a calibration constant that depends on
the geometry of the runners �see Appendix A��

Let us for simplicity de�ne the time dependent gas ve�
locity of the inlet port� vgi�xr � t�

�
� vri � The inlet port gas

velocity� vri � can be approximated �Broome� �	�	� Moraal
et al�� �		�� by the solution to a second order forced dif�
ferential equation with known initial values�

Ar�
�

��
h

d�

dt�
vri � ��h

�

�h

d

dt
vri � vri � �

�B�

�
vpi ���

with
vri �t � tIVOi

� � �
d
dt
vri �t � tIVOi

� � ��
�
�

The forcing function of Eq� � depends on the piston cross

sectional area �B�

�
� �m��� and the the piston velocity�

vpi � ��N
���

S sin
�
� � ���

n
�i � ��

�
� �ms�� The constants

B and S are the cylinder bore �m� and stroke �m�� re�
spectively� Exact values of these parameters are given in
Appendix A� The initial conditions �Eq� 
� are based on
the fact that the inlet port gas velocity and acceleration
are zero when the intake valve opens� It is important to
note here that Eq� � is evaluated for each cylinder in time
domain starting when the intake valve opens and termi�
nates when the intake valve closes� The gas velocity at
the port is a damped oscillation based on a Helmholtz
resonator equivalent model� where �h is the natural fre�
quency and �h is the damping ratio� Both �h and �h can
be identi�ed using engine data�

��� Mass Air Flow
A quasi�steady model of �ow through an ori�ce is used

to derive the mass air �ow through the throttle body and
the intake valve� The quasi�steady relation of the air �ow
through a restriction is based on the assumptions of one�
dimensional� steady� compressible �ow of an ideal gas �No�
vak� �	��� Heywood� �	

��

�m � Aodo�p�� p�� T�� T��� �	�

where� Ao is the e�ective �ow area of the ori�ce which
is determined by regressing the steady�state experimental
data� do is the standard ori�ce �ow function that depends
on the downstream pressure and temperature� p� and T��
and upstream pressure and temperature� p� and T��

do�p�� p�� T�� T�� �

�
p�p
RT�

�o�
p�
p�
� if p� � p�

p�p
RT�

�o�
p�
p�
� if p� � p�� ����

with

�o�x� �

��	
�


	
�
�

�
�

���

� ���
������

if x � rc

x
�
�

q
��
������ x

���
� � if x � rc� ����

where� rc �

�
�

���

� �

���

is the critical pressure ratio�

The above expression is simpli�ed by taking into ac�
count that for camless unthrottled operation the intake
manifold pressure is almost equal to the ambient pres�
sure po � ��	 Pa� In addition we consider T� � T� �
T � ���o K� R � �
� JkgK� 	���� and that typical
operation results in limited back�ow through the ori�ce
�p��p� � ����� The �ow equation can be simpli�ed�

�m � Avo�Lv�do�p�� p�� T�� T��
� Avo�Lv�kd�p�� p��
� Av�Lv�d�p�� p��

����

where� Av � Avok� �m
�� is the e�ective �ow area function

for the valve normalized at sonic conditions and constant
temperature� and d is de�ned�

d�p�� p�� �


��p�

p�
� if p� � p�

��p�
p�
� if p� � p��

����

where�

��x� �


� if x � ���

�
p
x� x� if x � ����

����

The approximation simpli�es signi�cantly the compu�
tation and results in fast execution of the simulations�
Thus� the �ow through the throttle body� �m�� and the
intake valve� �mci � are written as

�m� � A��
�d�pm� po� and ����

�mci � Avi�Lvi�d�pci � pm�� ����

respectively� where� po � � bar denotes the ambient pres�
sure� A� is the e�ective throttle body area �m�� as a func�
tion of throttle position� 
 �de�ned in Appendix A�� Note
here that 
 � 	�o during untrhottled operation� Also� Avi

is the valve e�ective area �m�� de�ned in the next section�
and Lvi is the intake valve lift �mm��

Note �� The constant k in Eq� �� is evaluated to be
approximately equal to ���� The constant k is combined
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in the identi�cation of Avi and not used in the simulation
model� It is added here only for reference reasons�

Note �� The approximation in Eq� ����� has been used
in several papers that describe control�oriented models be�
cause of its simplicity �see �Powell and Cook� �	
����

Note �� We include the throttle e�ective area to allow
part throttle operation and comparison with the camless
unthrottled operation �
 � 	�o��

��� Intake Valve Pro�le and E�ective
Flow Area

Variable valve motion is achieved by continuously
varying the valve timing �or opening�� IV O� maximum
lift� IV L� and duration� IV D� using an experimen�
tal springless electro�hydraulic valvetrain developed by
�Schechter and Levin� �		��� This valvetrain exploits the
principle of the hydraulic pendulum concept to achieve
high energy recovery during the opening and closing of
the engine valves by converting the potential energy of
the high pressure �uid to kinetic energy of the moving
valve and vice�versa� A detailed dynamic model of the
electro�hydraulic can be found in �Kim et al�� �		��� The
opening� maximum lift� and closing of the valves is con�
trolled by solenoid valves that regulate high pressure �uid
in various control chambers of the actuator� A high band�
width controller is necessary to regulate the valve position
to the desired pro�le� We call this controller the �inner
loop controller� �Anderson et al� �		
� which is shown in
Figure �� In this work we will assume the existence and
stability of the inner loop�

Engine
Controller

Lift & Timing
Controller

Solenoid 
Driver

Valvetrain 
Actuators

Camless
Engine

Inner Loop

Outer Loop

Figure �� Camless valvetrain controller ��inner loop�� and
camless engine controller ��outer loop���

The valve pro�les are shown in Figure �� The solid�line
shows the desired valve position as generated through the
outer loop controller and the dashed line is the closed loop
valve behavior� Note that the closed loop valve behavior�
shown with dashed line� exhibits a decaying oscillations at
the end of the acceleration stage� This oscillatory behav�
ior is the result of low system damping that is required to
maintain the high levels of energy recovery of the valve�
train� For the purpose of developing a mean value model
for engine control development it is important to quantify
the importance of the high frequency component of the
actuator dynamics� In a later section we investigate the
e�ect of these dynamics on the mean value model� The
conventional valve pro�le is also plotted with dotted line
in Figure � for comparison�
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Figure �� Electro�hydraulic camless �dashed�� simpli
ed cam�
less �solid�� and conventional �dotted� intake valve pro
les�

We parameterize the motion by the slope of the open�
ing� sr � slope of the closing� sc� slope and duration of
the seating� ss and ds� and � which determines how fast
the valve motion approaches the maximum lift after the
opening� To simplify the notation and because timing
�or opening�� IV O� maximum lift� IV L� and duration�
IV D� of each intake valve will be in the sequel controlled
electronically� we de�ne them as ut� ul and ud respec�
tively� There are two sets of equations describing the
valve motion� �Lv � �Lv�ut� ul� ud� t�� and the simpli�ed
�non�oscillatory� valve motion� Lv � Lv�ut� ul� ud� t�� The
pro�le is shaped using �xed in time domain constants sr �
sc� ss� and ds� Thus� a coordinate transformation to crank
angle domain results in di�erent valve pro�les for di�erent
engine speeds as shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Intake valve pro
les for di�erent speeds�

The scaled e�ective �ow area can be determined using
experimental �ow�bench data from the camless prototype
system� Although these accurate measurements are cur�
rently not available� we can approximate the scaled e�ec�
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tive valve �ow area with a linear function of the lift

Av�Lv� � �Lv� ����

The scalar � can be identi�ed by using engine data from
a cam�driven valvetrain system with a sinusoidal pro�le�
The electro�hydraulically driven valve opens very fast thus
the uncertainty with respect to the low lift areas is mini�
mized� In Section � we use � � ������ for an experimental
� cylinder engine� The validation results in Section � sug�
gest that the approximation is adequate for control design
purpose since steady�state errors will be adjusted using
feedback�

� Performance Variables
The model described in the previous section was coded

in Matlab SimulinkCACSD software� The Matlab sti� in�
tegration numerical algorithm was used to solve the non�
linear� sti� and highly coupled di�erential equations of the
system� Numerical integration of the system of di�erential
equations ������� is di�cult due to the presence of singu�
larity when the pressure ratio across one of the ori�ces is
almost equal to one� In this case� the induction system ex�
hibits fast and slow dynamics which manifest themselves
as a sti� dynamical system �Shampire and Gear� �	�	��
The model does not take into account the overlap be�
tween the intake and exhaust valves� and describes only
the intake event of the engine cycle� Therefore� we assume
that the cylinder pressure when the intake valve opens�
pci�IV Oi�� is equal to the cylinder pressure at the end of
the exhaust stroke� In turn� we assume that the cylinder
pressure at the end of the exhaust stroke is equal to the
exhaust backpressure� pci�IV Oi� � pci�EV Ci� � ��� bar�
Thus� each cylinder pressure is initialized at the beginning
of every intake event by triggering the cylinder pressure
integrator in the simulation model�

��� Cylinder Air Charge
The cylinder air charge is the total air mass trapped

in the cylinder during the induction process�

m �

Z tIVO�tIV D

tIVO

�mcdt�

The simulation results are shown in Figure � for a
�� cylinder engine at an engine speed of ���� RPM� The
simpli�ed intake valve motion is plotted in subplot �� The
intake valve opening �IV O� is equal to �o ATDC� lift
is equal to � mm� and closing timing is equal to �
�o�
Note that the intake valve duration IV D is equal to the
closing timing plus the seating duration� In this case�
IV D � �
	o� The corresponding manifold� and cylinder

�To avoid future confusion� we call �valve overlap� the overlap
between the exhaust and the intake valve of the same cylinder� Ac�
cordingly� we call �cylinder overlap� the intake valve overlap of dif�
ferent cylinders�

pressures are plotted in subplot �� The manifold pres�
sure stays close to the atmospheric pressure due to the
unthrottled operation� Subplot � shows the mass air �ows
through the throttle and intake port� which are very sim�
ilar because the rate of change of the manifold pressure is
small �see Eq� ����� Note the back�ow at the beginning of
the induction stroke which occurs due to the high cylinder
pressure� The mass air �ow across the intake port stops
after the intake valve closes� However� the mass air �ow
through the throttle is not equal to zero since the follow�
ing cylinder intake valve is open� The resulting cylinder
air charge in Figure � is equal to ����� gevent�
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Figure �� Engine breathing characteristics of a ��cylinder en�
gine at an engine speed of ���� RPM�

��� Pumping Loses
The pumping loss� E� is the area enclosed by the loop

formed by the cylinder pressure below the exhaust man�
ifold pressure when plotted versus piston displacement�
Speci�c pumping loss de�ned as the ratio of pumping
losses over cylinder air charge� e� is considered as a mea�
sure of fuel economy�

E �

Z t�

tIVO

�pexh�t� � pc�t��dt� and e � E�m�

where� pexh is the exhaust pressure� We assume that the
cylinder pressure is equal to the exhaust pressure for the
majority of the exhaust stroke� pci�EV Ci� � ��� bar�

Having de�ned the pumping losses in the simulation
model allows us to demonstrate one of the advantages of
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the camless engine over the conventional engine� Namely�
unthrottled operation results in low pumping loss when
compared to a conventional engine operation at the same
load� Speci�cally� for a valve lift of � mm and duration of
		o �early closing� at an engine speed of ���� RPM� the
corresponding cylinder air charge is equal to ��������� kg�
The conventional engine with a throttle angle 
 � ��o pro�
duces the same load at the same speed� The corresponding
negative work loop of the P � V diagrams of the camless
and conventional engines are shown in Figure �� The short
intake valve duration results in a reversible isothermal pro�
cess after the intake valve closes� The calculated pumping
losses are ���� J and ���
 J for the camless and conven�
tional engines� respectively� Thus� unthrottled engine op�
eration using camless valvetrain results in ��� reduction
in pumping losses which agrees with results presented in
�Miller et al�� �		�� for the above�mentioned load�
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Figure �� Cylinder P � V diagrams that demonstrate the
pumping loss in a throttled and a camless unthrottled engine
�lift pro
les are also shown��

	 Validation
The model described in this paper was evaluated us�

ing experimental data for a ��cylinder engine �Moraal et
al�� �		�� during wide open throttle operation� The valves
of the experimental engine are cam�driven� therefore� the
intake valve pro�le is the conventional sinusoidal pro�le
with the following speci�cations� �i� intake valve opening�

o BTDC� �ii� intake valve closing� ��o ABDC� �iii� maxi�
mum valve lift� 
�� mm� resulting in the intake pro�le for
cylinder No� ��

Lv�ut� ul� ud� �� � ul � sin�
�
�
�

ud
�� � ut�

�
�

with ul � 
�� mm� ud � ���o� and ut � �
o� The term
� is as in Equation ���� The valve e�ective area is given
in Eq� �� with � � ������� Geometric speci�cations are

the same as those used for the model and are given in
Appendix A�

In Figures �� �� and 
 we compare the model with
the actual engine data for wide open throttle �
 in Equa�
tion ���� is �xed to 	�o� and engine speeds of ����� �����
and ���� RPM respectively� The manifold and cylinder
pressures are plotted for the model �dashed curve� and the
experimental engine �solid curve�� The model Helmholtz
resonator parameters were determined as wh � �� � ����
�h � ����� for an engine speed of ���� RPM� and wh �
�� � �	�� �h � ���� for engine speed of ���� and ����
RPM� These values are similar to the ones identi�ed in
�Moraal et al�� �		���
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Figure �� Model �dashed line� versus experimental data �solid
line� at ���� RPM�

Note that the model captures most of the dynamic
e�ects� Moreover� the model predicts rather accurately
the integral quantities� namely� the cylinder air charge and
pumping losses� which are overall measures of the engine

�



performance over the induction stroke� The comparison of
predicted cylinder air charge � �m� and pumping loss � �E�
versus the actual data cylinder air charge �m� and the
pumping loss �E� follows�

N �m m �E E
���� ����� ����	 ��� ���
���� ����� ����� 
�	 ��	
���� �	� ����� ���� ����

The maximum error in air charge prediction can be calcu�
lated to be less that ��� and the maximumerror in pump�
ing losses is ������ Note also� that the model captures the
�
o overlap between the intake and exhaust valves�
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 Control�Oriented Model
To facilitate the control development of a variable in�

take valve timing engine we derive a mean�value model
of the variable valve breathing process using the previ�
ously developed crankangle�domain model� Speci�cally�
we assume cylinder�to�cylinder balanced uniform pulse ho�
mogeneous charge� that allows us to model the cylinder
air charge �mass air trapped into the cylinders per event�
kgevent� and the pumping losses �Jevent� in continuous
time�domain as functions of the maximum lift� ul� and
duration� ud� The mean�value model is derived to allow
a model�based controller development and its initial cal�
ibration� The intended goal is to use the model early on
in the control design process to de�ne sensors� actuator
bandwidth and other system speci�cations�

The input�output behavior is derived for �xed intake
valve timing� ut� and parametrically varying intake valve
maximum lift� ul� and duration� ud in the crankangle�
domain model � We �x ut to zero degrees ATDC� because
neither advancing nor retarding ut a�ects the performance

variables in a favorable way �Ashhab et al�� �		
�� This re�
sult is in agreement with the work of Miller et al� in �Miller
et al�� �		�� where ut was set to zero at all loads and
medium engine speed� Note� that by setting ut � � de�
grees ATDC� valve closing is approximately equal to the
valve duration� The input�output mean�value model can
now be described by a static nonlinearity that is identi�ed
by �tting data attained by simulation� and a delay�

m�t ��T � � F o
m�ul�t�� ud�t�� N �t��

e�t ��T � � F o
e �ul�t�� ud�t�� N �t���

��
�

here ul and ud are the lift and duration commands to the
camless actuator� N is the engine speed� and �T is the
compression�to�power delay� The static maps F o

m and F o
e

for engine speed equal to ���� RPM are shown in Figures 	
and ��� It is important here to qualitatively compare the
unthrottled camless cylinder air charge with the typical
conventional cylinder air charge representation�

m�t ��T � � F conv
m �pm�t�� N �t���

where pm is the intake manifold pressure� Note� here that
the mean�value camless cylinder air charge does not de�
pend on manifold pressure because of the unthrottled con�
ditions�
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Figure 	� Mean�value cylinder air charge�

The cylinder air charge is an increasing  almost linear
 function of the intake valve lift for intake valve lifts less
than � mm� The trapped cylinder air charge does not in�
crease appreciably above � mmof lift� This occurs because
the inlet and cylinder pressures become almost equal for
most of the induction process which reduces the rate of
mass air �ow between the cylinder and the runners� The
region where cylinder air charge becomes insensitive to ul
we call �lift saturation region�� The lift saturation region
occurs in higher levels of lift for higher speeds and vice�
versa for lower engine speeds �ex� lift saturates at � mm
for ���� RPM� and at ���mm for ��� RPM�� The pumping
loss behaves in a similar way� The speci�c pumping loss

�
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Figure ��� Mean�value pumping losses�

is a decreasing function of the intake valve lift since larger
lifts allow the cylinder to be more e�cient in pumping air
from the manifold�

The cylinder air charge is a monotonically increasing
function of the intake valve duration for ud � �
�� For
larger valve duration� ud � �
�� cylinder air charge de�
creases due to the backwards �ow from the cylinder to
the manifold� which occurs during the upward motion of
the piston� We call this region as ��ow reversal region��
The �ow reversal region occurs at higher values of valve
duration for faster speeds� At high engine speeds the valve
opening rate is small �see rising slope in Figure ��� thus�
requiring longer valve durations than the intake event�
Thus� it is obvious that to achieve high loads at high
speeds the engine controller should require valve duration
larger than �
�o� causing signi�cant cylinder�to�cylinder
breathing overlap�

� High Order Model Dynamics
It is important from a control perspective to inves�

tigate the e�ects of higher order dynamics to the mean�
value model developed� In this section� we consider sim�
pli�cations� �rstly� in the inlet runners and� secondly� the
oscillatory behavior of the actuator dynamics�

In the crank angle model development the acoustic
and inertial characteristics of the mass air �ow through
the inlet pipes were considered� These higher order dy�
namics depend on the speci�c geometric characteristics
�length� diameter� etc�� of the inlet runners that are usu�
ally de�ned in a later stage of the vehicle development
cycle� Thus� neglecting these dynamics will be very desir�
able because it would allow the development of the con�
troller even before the vehicle design is �nalized� Having
the controller structure and initial parameters identi�ed
early on in the vehicle development cycle can potentially
reduce the time�to�market delay for a novel system�

Also� it is desirable to neglect the oscillatory behavior
of the closed loop camless valve actuator� The peak and

period of the oscillation are complicated functions of the
actuator hydraulic parameters and will signi�cantly in�
crease the complexity of the controller development if in�
cluded in the engine model� Quantifying the uncertainty
of the mean value model due to these higher order dy�
namics can assess potential errors if the inner actuator
controller loop and the outer engine management control
loop have to be treated independently�

��� Helmholtz Resonator Dynamics
In this section we neglect the spatial variation of pres�

sure in the inlet runners� Speci�cally� we assume that
the pressure in the inlet port� pri � is equal to the intake
manifold pressure� pm� pri � pm� Simulation without
the Helmholtz resonator dynamics eliminates the high fre�
quency oscillations shown in the pressures and the mass
air �ow in Figure �� Neglecting the Helmholtz resonator
dynamics results in �n less states in the model �n is the
number of cylinders�� In Figure �� the performance vari�
ables are plotted versus the intake valve lift ��rst column
of subplots� and closing timing �second column of sub�
plots� at engine speed of ���� RPM� It is obvious that
there is a small discrepancy between the two distinct mod�
els� This is not the case� however for higher speeds�
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Figure ��� Investigation of the e�ects of the higher order in�
ertial and acoustic dynamics to the mean�value model at an
engine speed of ���� RPM�

Figure �� shows the discrepancy between the two
models for ���� RPM� At high engine speed� Helmoltz
resonator dynamics increase the cylinder air charge during
late intake valve closing �ram e�ect as in �Broome� �	�	���
This is achieved with no adverse e�ect in speci�c pump�
ing losses� For early valve closing� however� Helmholtz
resonator dynamics reduce the cylinder air charge and in�
crease the pumping losses� To explain this behavior we
plot part of the P�V diagram for three di�erent intake






valve closing timings in Figure ��� Speci�cally� Figure ��
shows the P�V diagrams for early �IV C � 
�o�� at the
event �IV C � �
�o�� and late �IV C � ���o� closing tim�
ings with and without Helmholtz e�ects� It is� thus� evi�
dent that higher order dynamics in the intake runners in�
troduce considerable uncertainty in the mean�value model
representation and have to be considered in the controller
development�
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Figure ��� Investigation of the e�ects of the higher order in�
ertial and acoustic dynamics to the mean�value model at an
engine speed of ���� RPM�

This phenomenon is well known in the thermodynamic
community� and in fact� it is currently used to optimize
engine volumetric e�ciency at high speeds� On the other
hand� it is largely neglected in the engine controller devel�
opment because current emissions and fuel economy regu�
lations correspond to low�to�mediumloads and speeds� At
these operating conditions conventional engines are throt�
tled and the e�ects of the higher order dynamics are neg�
ligible� This cannot be the case� though� for stricter emis�
sion regulations or new engine concepts such as camless
and direct injection that require unthrottled operation�

��� Actuator Dynamics
The oscillations at the end of the acceleration stage of

the valve shown in Figure � is a result of the low damping
highly e�cient hydraulic actuator as described in �Kim
et al�� �		��� Using the oscillatory model of the valve
pro�le motion �Lv�t� � �Lv�ut� ul� ud� t�� with ut � �� that
is described in Appendix B� we examine the sensitivity of
the performance variables to the unmodelled dynamics�

Figure �� demonstrates that there is a small variation
between the mean�value characteristics of the cylinder air
charge and pumping losses with �solid line� and without
�dashed line� the higher order hydraulic dynamics� Specif�
ically� Figure ��� shows the cylinder air charge� m� and
pumping loss� e plotted versus engine speed for both in�
take valve motions� with IV O � �o� IV L � �mm� and
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Figure ��� P�V diagram with and without Helmholtz dynam�
ics at an engine speed of ���� RPM� The intake valve closing
timings are early �IV C � �o�� at the event �IV C � ��o��
and late �IV C � ���o� in the top� middle� and bottom sub�
plots� respectively�

IV C � �
�o� Note that the two valve motions result in
performance variables that coincide for most of the speed
range� The behavior deviates a little for higher engine
speeds� At high engine speeds the intake valve remains
open at maximum lift for a short period in crankangle do�
main �see Figure ��� Therefore� the higher order oscilla�
tions that do not depend on speed cause more distortion
to the valve pro�le at higher engine speeds� Here� it is
obvious that the distortion can be neglected� Thus� the
mean�value model using the overdamped simpli�ed valve
motion is adequate for cylinder air charge controller de�
velopment�

� Conclusions
A continuous in time�domainmodel and a mean�value

model of the induction process during unthrottled cam�
less operation were developed� The models can be used
for control analysis and design to address torque response
and fuel economy based on the cylinder air charge and
pumping losses� Future work will expand the model and
to incorporate additional engine performances closely as�
sociated with the exhaust stroke �residual gas fraction�
air�to�fuel ratio� etc��� This work will lead to controller
development for the camless engine breathing process�
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A Breathing Characteristics
The parameters used in Sections ��� are given here� The

manifold volume� Vm � ����� m�� runner cross sectional area�
Ar � ���
� ���� m�� runner volume� V r � �� ���� m�� cylinder
displaced volume� Vd � � � ���� m�� cylinder clearance volume�
Vcl � �� ���� m�� cylinder bore� B � ������ m� stroke� S � �����
m� ambient pressure� p� � � bar� and kr � ������

The e�ective throttle body area is given as

A� � ������ ����
�
�������� ������ ���
��

�
� ��	�

B Variable Valve Motion
The simpli�ed intake valve motion is given as

Lv�ut� ul� ud � t� �����	
���


sr�t� t�� t� � t � t�
ul � Ls exp��srLs�t� t���� t� � t � t�
ul � Ls exp��srLs� s� � �t� t���� t� � t � t�
�sr�t� t�� � ��� ��ul t� � t � t�
�sr�t� t�� � ssds t� � t � t�
� otherwise

����

where� ut� ul� and ud are the intake valve opening� maximum lift�
and closing� respectively� t is the time� t� � tut � t� � tut � dr�
t� � tut �dr

s
� � t� � tut �dr� s� t� � tut � tud �ds� t� � tut � tud �

tut is the time in seconds at which the intake valve opens� and tud is

the intake valve time duration in seconds� Ls � �ul� dr �
�����ul

sr
�

df � �����ul�ssds
sr

� and s � tud��dr�df�ds�� The parameters sr�

sc� ss� ds� and � are explained in Subsection ��
 �see also Figure ���
For simpli�cation of the notation we dropped the dependence on the
index i in the intake valve pro�le expression�

The oscillatory intake valve motion� �Lv� is equal to the simpli�
�ed valve motion� Lv� plus decaying oscillations �see Subsection ��

and Figure ���

�Lv�ut� ul� ud� t� �
Lv t� � t � t�

Lv � ����ul exp��ae�t� t��� sin
�
���
Ts

�t� t��
�

otherwise

where� Ts � ������ is the period of oscillations� and ae �
� �

Ts
log ���	

���� is the rate of decay of the oscillations� Note that Ts
and ae are �xed constants in�time because they depend only on the
hydraulic system�
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